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Lived Temporalities of Code
This chapter considers how we might study software as a timely object—that is, an
object subject to continuous change and lived with over time as it evolves. As software engineers well know, code is lively and changing. Designs are criticized for
being “frozen” if they cannot adapt and evolve alongside code as it changes. Engineers remind themselves of this aspect of their work with aphorisms about how
documentation is out of date as soon as it is written. Yet at the same time, code
persists. Legacy systems, while given little attention in social analyses of software,
are the majority of the software that we rely upon, from the UNIX-based operating
systems on our PCs to the COBOL-based systems supporting US social security.1
Much STS literature on software has emphasized code’s promiscuous evolvability, how its mutability and dynamism led it to its inscrutability. As Adrian Mac
kenzie suggests, software “simply does not sit still long enough to be easily assigned
to conventional explanatory categories” (Mackenzie 2006, 18). However, this difficulty to pin down code sufficiently in order to represent knowledge about it belongs
not only to the STS analyst but also to engineers who work closely with code, particularly the software maintainers who deal with software as a continuously evolving
object over the longue durée.2
STS has done much to unmask the presumed neutrality, immateriality, and automaticity of software, revealing instead the highly imbricated social relationality
of software-in-the-making (Mackenzie 2006; Gillespie 2014; Crawford 2013; Introna 2016; Bucher 2012; Seaver, this volume). Less attention, however, has been
placed on how coders working to maintain legacy systems grapple with this relationality as part and parcel of the nature of working with code.3 These coders who
occupy not the cutting edge but the dulled and fading expanse of ever evolving
bodies of code are unlikely to deny this relationality, which increasingly manifests
as a system ages. These are engineers who work to maintain obsolescent bodies of
code under continuous pressures toward upgrade or keep track of the many different iterations of software that emerge over its lifetime or struggle to account for
what software even exists within the organization.
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It is this sensibility toward temporality that should guide STS approaches to
software, its life cycles of change, its lifetimes within organizational practice,4 and
the lived experiences of its dynamism over time. I argue that the significance of
software’s materiality for the politics of computational work lies not only in its
present performances—however hard these may be to trace—but also in its forms
of duration, the entangled lifetimes of careers, professional identities, and programming languages and paradigms, all of which come and go. This of course still
requires an STS understanding of code as a relational assemblage but also emphasizes that these entanglements have duration—that the relationality of code exists
not only in the evocative present of runtime but also in the shared histories and
anticipated futures that a body of code binds together.5
The examples presented in this essay are drawn from a case of an aging infrastructure and the work of engineers and software developers who continue to operate and maintain it. This infrastructure supports a large-scale outer planetary
science mission to Saturn (henceforth referred to as the Mission) at a California
NASA-funded laboratory (henceforth the Lab).6 The Mission was developed in the
1980s and launched its spacecraft in 1997, reaching Saturn in 2004. Being a long-
lived mission, its computational infrastructure is naturally quite old, including
legacy software from earlier outer planetary missions at the Lab, some written
in legacy programming languages like FORTRAN. During ethnographic fieldwork
I conducted in 2010–11, I observed the work of engineers maintaining this aging
and obsolescent infrastructure and planning for the end-of-mission in 2017.7 In
their work, engineers crisscrossed back and forth among pieces of code, scripts,
and protocols written at different times in the life of the organization, weaving together old and new.
Taken together, these various pieces of software compose the Mission “ground
system”8 depicted in the architectural diagram in figure 1. This system includes
all of the software needed to meaningfully command and control the spacecraft—
from the applications used to communicate with the Deep Space Network antennas to those that allow engineers to translate plans for scientific data collection
into executable commands and those needed to retrieve telemetry data and reassemble bits into meaningful data.
However, it is precisely this kind of depiction of software that we know to be
suspect as it is incapable of representing software as an evolving system. In fact,
this diagram was created years before I arrived at the Mission and has not been
updated since. In its upper left corner, one discovers an inset with a time stamp
noting that this, its 25th version, was saved at 4:30 PM on July 27, 2001. While this
diagram demanded attention and work at that particular moment in the life of the
organization, it has since become historical—the work of maintaining it deemed no
longer relevant or economical.
As I shadowed the engineers and software developers working at the Mission, I
found instead many partial diagrams of the software like the one in figure 2. These
images, in contrast to that in figure 1, are quite lively—full of notes jotted down
during ongoing work or at meetings where details about the system resurface from
institutional memory to fill in gaps in current understanding. These diagrams—of
which no two are exactly the same—reveal the horizons of any one individual’s
work within the broader tapestry of the organizational software. I even began to
imagine that I could collect these partial images together and stitch them back into
a new sort of whole, keeping the borders and seams intact in order to reveal contradictions and gaps. I briefly succumbed to an STS analyst’s dream of using the
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F I G UR E 1 : Mission infrastructure architecture.

software as a kind of cultural probe to uncover the lively and messy web of the
organization as a relational network.
However alluring, the messy picture of software as a relational network is not
necessarily where we might find a view of software as it is “lived.” This presumes
that the software itself (in its present performance), although difficult to retrieve
or represent, could produce a map of the organizational relational assemblage.
This mapping between the software and organization is a particular sociotechnical imaginary (Jasanoff and Kim 2009), and it is one that certainly lives within the
organization, where relations between different teams are often figured by the
software tools that sit between them, as I will discuss further. But this imaginary
does not fully encompass the sense of software as lived that I want to address here.
In fact, the “lived temporality” of software exists somewhere in the gray middle,
somewhere between the excess of code’s present performance, and the inevitable
decay and obsolescence of software diagrams, documentation, and representations. Maintaining legacy software is to some extent always a matter of living between these two unrealities—namely, of the body of code and of its failures to be
fully articulated and represented.
In the stories I collected and scenes I observed during ten months of ethnographic fieldwork, the work of keeping software present (maintaining its currency,
knowability, relevance) continually brought software’s lifetimes and durations to
the foreground. It is not just software’s performativity in the present that becomes
troubling to those who work with it. It is also its decay over time—that is, its former
selves and forms of forgetting, its once anticipated or still possible futures, what it
might have once been had things been different, or what it could still be depending
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F I G UR E 2: Partial diagram of software-in-maintenance.

on how things go—t hat must be confronted in practice. It is these temporalities
of decay, forgetting, obsolescence, and legacy—of software’s lived durations—to
which this chapter turns.
One way to begin our investigation into these temporalities would be to look at
particular moments in the work of software maintenance. We might place our
quadrant somewhere in the midst of the organizational software ecology and see
what forms of life live there. We might see people working with code, old and new,
layering them together. If we do that, we might gain a sense of what it is like to work
with legacy software as a material and a medium. We might, for example, find people
sitting at terminals struggling to make sense of old code that others have written.
But if we want to understand the timeliness of software, we might also need to see
how the life stories of software are crafted and where these stories are made relevant.9 We might have to take an approach inspired by Donna Haraway and, rather
than use the techniques of the quadrant, see what happens when we grab hold of
one thread in the tangle and mess and pull it.
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Moments in Software Maintenance
The examples presented in the following sections are drawn from ethnographic
fieldwork conducted at the Mission between 2010 and 2011 as the Mission was finishing its middle phase and preparing for its final one. This final phase, projected
to end in 2017, came with an extension in funding from NASA, but at significantly
reduced budget, leading to cuts in personnel and a winnowing of expectations of
what the final years of the mission might comprise. It was also a time when some of
the more senior engineers were anticipating retirement, and imagining how the
Mission would run its final years without those who had been there from the start.
They were also beginning to plan for the end-of-mission—the final operations and
science activity to be performed before running out of fuel and plummeting the
spacecraft to its death (via combustion) in the Saturnian atmosphere.
Such a case—of an aging and dying organizational infrastructure—is bound to
reveal a different sort of temporality than that of a cutting-edge software system.
The engineers whom I worked alongside often engaged in reminiscing about the
Mission’s earlier days and considered how they had come from where they started
to where they are today. Their work also involved managing continual pressures
toward upgrade coming from changing expectations at the Lab as well as from the
software engineering field, which has professionalized significantly over the duration of the Mission. These pressures came in the form of programming languages
reaching end-of-support and the need to reduce maintenance costs. They also
came from the persistent difficulties that the Mission faced in adopting new tools
developed by the Lab’s centralized software development group; a group that has
emerged in the intervening years while the Mission has been in operations. At
times the challenge of these upgrades arises due to the critical nature of their
work—how do you migrate the navigation software you use to fly a spacecraft midflight?! However, at the heart of this challenge was also an effort to know their own
software, or make account of it, in ways that would mesh with the current software
development managerial regime. To take this navigation software as an example,
the navigation team was unable to provide proper unit tests for their existing code,
to fully transition into an object-oriented paradigm, or to stay current with each
version release of the new software without some other application breaking.
This work of bringing old code together with new, and managing software
change in ways that interoperate with legacy systems, is the work that I am calling
“keeping software present.” It is the work of maintaining software’s currency, its
ability to perform in ways that are up to date with today’s expectations of performance or disciplinary regimes of software management, or dealing with upgrades
and changing demands. But I also refer to the second-order work that this requires; in order to discipline software into alignment with current expectations
one must also know and articulate the software, and be able to make it accountable
and available to managerial decisions.10 These techniques of knowing software—
knowing its extent, its limitations, knowing the software you do and do not have—is
what prompts forms of documentation even as these forms of documentation fail.
Much of this work is quite bespoke and individual, as the partial diagram shown
above reveals—almost no engineers share exactly the same view into the software
systems that are relevant to their work. But, at the same time, software cannot be
meaningfully used and maintained unless some shared articulation of the software is brought forth. This is the work of making software present, or copresent
(Beaulieu 2010), to collective work within the organization. In order to maintain
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software, not only the code but also the software as relational organizational assemblage must be known. How software’s maintainers do this is precisely what
this essay is about; how they bring the software present and how this “presencing” of
software is achieved, not only through knowledge of its “current performance,”
but also through the presencing of relations that have duration, shared histories,
and shared futures.
In the following examples, we can see how this work of keeping software present, of making software knowable and making software matter, is work that
repeatedly brings software’s histories and durations to the foreground. In the first,
we see Sarah, a systems engineer in charge of the Mission software infrastructure,
working to make the body of code at the Mission known to the organization. When
attempts to do this through visual forms of representation fail, she shifts toward
tactics of making the software “felt”—of tugging on one thread in the relational
mess of the software assemblage to give her colleagues an embodied sense of how
the software in the organization touches all aspects of their work. The software that
has grown over years to fill in the seams between different organizational teams
and their tools connects them all together. In the second example, we see how
Frank, a software developer at the Mission, in order to meet the needs of scientists,
must grapple with a software tool in terms of its histories and anticipated futures,
or even its obsolescent futures. These durations of the software present themselves simultaneously as limitations and as remembrances of what the software
might once have been able to do had things evolved differently.
In both examples we see how software is indeed material and discursive, but
presents troubles not only in the gaps between current needs and functions, but
also in the forms of drift and drag, of software’s creeping changes in which aspects
of software are forgotten and remembered.11

Making Software Felt
It was Sarah, the lead engineer for the Mission ground system, who finally pointed
out to me the architectural diagram shown earlier (figure 1), where it hung on a
cubicle wall just outside her office, in a back corner of the software development
“annex.” The diagram had almost mythological status. I had heard during many
interviews with Mission engineers that such a diagram had at one time existed.
Now that I had seen it, my enthusiasm waned as Sarah explained to me that it was
exceedingly out of date and there had been no efforts to maintain it since July
2001, when the organization had needed to capture an overview of the system for
organizational accountability.12
It was the responsibility of Sarah, as a “level III” systems engineer in charge of
software, to manage the maintenance and development of the computational infrastructure supporting the mission.13 While other managers might be responsible for a particular software tool used by their team, it was solely her responsibility
to consider how all these different tools worked together, and manage software
changes and how they might affect different kinds of work. Since I came to the field
with an interest in this relationality—in how software mediated interdisciplinary
collaboration on the mission—I spent many hours shadowing Sarah and observing
her work.
One of the first things I observed was Sarah working to update an Excel worksheet that listed all of the software tools at the Mission and their versions, last
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“change management review,” status, and criticality.14 Sarah explained to me that
the software tools at the Lab fall into three categories, A, B, and C, according to
their criticality.15 A fourth quasi-category exists colloquially, referred to as “Cat D.”
Cat D is a category that serves as a placeholder for “all of the other software” that
does not fit into A, B, or C, and remains undocumented. By definition this software
is considered nonessential and therefore not requiring of documentation and rigorous change management. It is this category of undocumented software that
Sarah was now working to document.
Cat D software includes what are referred to colloquially as scripts that individual engineers write to facilitate exchanges of files or to generate automatic alerts
when a file is updated, utilities that improve quality of work by customizing the way
data are visualized, or hacks that solve inconsistencies among different teams’
naming conventions, just to give some examples. These pieces of software are not
formally documented precisely because of the inordinate cost that would ensue
from assessing every single change to every piece of software used by the organization. These tools are relegated to a category of “user tools” because they are
defined as software that is not “in line to the craft”—a phrase used to denote the
apparatus of tools that at some point touch commands that will be sent to and executed by the spacecraft. The assumption is that Cat D software primarily impinges on individual quality of work, and therefore is not of primary managerial
concern.16 These are tools that are deemed to be software that engineers should be
able to “live without” if some more official change leads them to break down.
Yet, these are in fact tools that engineers have lived with for over a decade. They
have proliferated into the thousands over the course of the Mission, written for
needs as they arise and then shared and circulated. The engineers have lived with
these tools for so long that they have become largely invisible to the organization.
As Sarah explained to me (paraphrased in my field notes), “Cat D software is
ostensibly the software we ‘can live without,’ but actually that isn’t always the case.
People might respond to a request to reduce Cat D software saying that they really
need it and it is crucial to their work. There are a number of reasons that software
ends up in Cat D. Sometimes it is that people just did not want to be formal about it.
They will say that it is ‘just a script’ and then it turns out to be 45 pages of code with
encoded knowledge about how the spacecraft operates and with no documentation
and no sense of responsibility.” Sarah was especially eager to convey the importance of these “Cat D” tools since, at the time of my fieldwork, she was nearing her
own retirement in a few months and her role as head of the ground system would
not be filled due to downsizing in the final phase of the mission. In making software present to the organization, Sarah seemed to struggle against the absurdity
of documenting all the Cat D software, but in fact, it was this very absurdity that
she told me she was attempting to show. Her Excel sheet of Cat D software already
ran to 50 pages, and she estimated that a full list would be an order of magnitude
more.
This software was what Sarah and others in the software development community sometimes refer to as “glueware.” This is software that is developed to fill the
gaps between official managerial software tools, software that covers seams or
stitches together the work that is done by the Mission’s primary software tools. She
explained, “Without a systems perspective it can seem that software [at the Mission] is these separate and distinct tools with different requirements, but . . . when
you think through a systems perspective you see that two software tools that are
in different interlinking parts of the process have different ways that they may
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overlap. [Over time] you get some collisions, some overlaps, some gaps. And you get
different kinds of patches or ways of smoothing the interface or covering the gap.”
What interested Sarah the most was not the fact that glueware exists, but what it
covers over, what we might call the “seamfulness” of the infrastructure (Vertesi
2014) and the varying qualities of those seams—the multiple forms that they take.
She related this to the historical reasons that these seams emerged in the first place,
each representing a different “pain point” in the organization that had emerged at
a particular moment or event in the Mission. The glueware exists as a kind of
record or organizational memory of these various pain points, like scars from
wounds that have mostly healed over.
As Sarah prepared for her retirement, she knew that a full documentation of all
the glueware was implausible, but she wanted to impart some of her knowledge of
these pain points to her boss, the project manager, and her team. She expressed
some frustration that management had failed to understand the extent and “maturity” of the Mission software, and tended to discount the costs and risks of maintaining software, since software was largely considered “done at launch.” “It does
the job, and the job hasn’t changed” is the attitude that she said she was pushing
back against.
When her incomplete Excel tabulation failed to convey the criticality of the Cat
D software, Sarah switched tactics. Rather than try to visually represent the burden of the quantity of software, she used a tactic that she called “making them say
ouch” to make her colleagues feel the software even if they could not see it. In advance of a major file sharing system upgrade, Sarah asked each of the various
teams (Navigation, Science Planning, and Spacecraft Engineering) to do some
light “housecleaning” and create official shared repositories of their most relevant
Cat D software. She asked them to create a list of these file repositories to prepare
for a meeting about the migration, knowing that these lists would likely be incomplete as well. But she also let them know that she would go ahead and migrate a
single file in the Mission workflow over from the old file-sharing platform to the
new one for an upcoming science activity.
At the meeting, she went over the documentation she had received from each
team. Everyone felt rather prepared for the move, presenting the various files and
tools that would be impinged upon by the new system, until Sarah asked for a show
of hands from those who noticed a disruption to their workflow due to the moved
file (see figure 3).
At that point, every single hand in the room went up, followed immediately by an
uneasy laughter and a few gasps of surprise, as navigators, science planners, and
engineers from various teams looked around the room and saw that they were
all impacted. I felt a sense of the uncanny realization that they were all so intimately connected by the software systems they use. Since files are exchanged
through what appears to be a very linear workflow process, the so-called “upstream” and “downstream” of preparing files for upload to the craft, individuals
felt largely insulated from the work of others beyond one degree removed from
them in this workflow.
This tactic of Sarah’s, which she repeated in subsequent meetings, seemed to
work by pulling on one thread within the relational network of the Mission’s software assemblage. Bypassing the representational mode, it worked by reminding
everyone of the shared body of code that touches them all and binds them together.
It also made clear that this relationality was something that had been largely submerged or forgotten.
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F I G UR E 3 : Category D house-cleaning meeting.

We can see this as a moment of deliberate infrastructural inversion (Bowker
and Star 2000), a way to make the embedded and taken-for-granted parts of the
software system visible. But at the same time Sarah’s framing of this tactic, as
“making them say ouch,” makes the software known through a register of touch
rather than vision,17 recalling earlier pains that have been lived through but have
healed. Effectively, she sought to artificially create a moment of shared pain in
order to rebind the social ties of the organization,18 which were originally forged
through shared pain at earlier moments, for example in hotly debated decisions
about what software change to prioritize or whether to absorb one software tool
into another. Her tactic also followed a logic of anticipation and care,19 to make
such pains felt now, so that they might be better prepared for the inevitable breakdowns in the final years of the mission, the moments that might reopen these old
forgotten wounds.

Software Occultations and Remembrances
Frank is an engineer at the Mission who has built a career working on a single piece
of software, called the Science Observation Design Tool, or SDT, used by scientists
and instrument operators to implement scientific observations into command files.
SDT visualizes the fields of view of various Mission remote-sensing instruments
and models the geometries of the various “targets” in the Saturn system from the
perspective of the spacecraft based on its position along its orbital trajectory.20
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Frank has been working at the Mission since 1978 and on other missions at the
Lab before that. He specializes in the development of systems that support the implementation of science observation by pointing spacecraft instruments at targets
and tracking those targets over time. This is particularly challenging on orbital
spacecraft since both the instrument and the target are on the move.21 Earlier in
his career, he helped to develop a tool called POINTER that was used on previous
missions and then formed the basis for SDT. For the planning of Mission science,
“pointing” at targets is especially complicated since the instruments are mounted
directly to the body of the spacecraft. This means that the commands used to
point, or articulate, the spacecraft in space at targets are the same as those used
for spacecraft operations to maneuver and navigate the spacecraft along its orbital
trajectory (they rely upon the same engineering subsystem for controlling the
spacecraft “attitude and articulation”).
As mentioned above, software development at the Lab has professionalized
over the years and now includes a dedicated organizational unit, the “Software
Development Section,”22 through which all programmers are employed. While Frank
is now a member of this section, his career began before this unit was formed, and
before software development was professionalized as its own subdiscipline of engineering work at the Lab (which lagged a bit behind professionalization of software in other engineering industries).
There was a time, not very long ago, when the very category of software did not
demand its own professional unit, since there was no clear line between hardware
and software work. Software development work on the Mission typically continues
to follow this older paradigm in which software developers are embedded within
the domains where their software tools are applied, close to those working with the
hardware this software commands, and to those who use the software. Within
this paradigm, software developers like Frank often continue to work with a piece
of software, continually developing, maintaining, and evolving a software application over the duration of its lifetime.
As Sarah had explained to me, this older paradigm was one of “adopt and adapt”—
picking up software from earlier missions and then adapting them to meet the
next mission’s needs. In the newer paradigm, software is managed and controlled
centrally and each of the missions on the Lab is treated as a kind of customer for a
suite of “multi-mission” software tools. Careers like Frank’s, which align with the
life cycle of a piece of software, have become obsolete.
So too is the software that Frank works to develop and maintain. SDT is written
in one of the earliest visual user interface languages, tcl/tk (pronounced “tickle
TK”), and at the time of this research, the third-party group that developed this
language was about to close up shop. In response to the approaching end of support for tcl/tk, Frank had been working over the past five years on a new Java version of SDT. This new version was to be rolled out to the Mission’s community of
scientists for designing their scientific observations. However, these users, many
of whom are at other institutions across the United States and Europe, were not
keen on the new Java version and were not adopting it into their workflow.
At the time of my fieldwork, the fate of this particular software tool hung in the
balance. At a meeting convened by the heads of the Software Development Section,
Frank presented the new Java version of SDT, comparing the two systems, presenting the associated costs, risks, and benefits of each. Sitting in on the meeting, I felt
the weight of this decision. It felt as if I was attending a trial, with the software as
defendant and Frank as a proxy to voice its self-defense. It was ultimately a deci-
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sion made by the Section whether the Lab would invest more of Frank’s work effort
into this tool, or whether its development would cease, thereby cutting their losses
and requiring that they accept the associated risks of running a system on an obsolete programming language.
At stake, however, was not just the future of this one software tool, but also the
future of Frank’s career—the two being tightly coupled. The investments that
Frank has made over the years to further evolve and develop SDT have given him
refined knowledge of tcl/tk. Yet this has come at a cost to his own continued professionalization. His Java version failed to be taken up by the science community in
part because most of these scientists had developed their own glueware—scripts
that link into SDT or even entirely new programs that interface their work and
blackbox SDT from view. Another reason was that the new version, while updated
to Java, did not live up to changing trends in interface design.
This decision therefore assessed not only the value of five years’ worth of programming work that Frank had put into the tool, but also his ability to align himself with a newer programming language, one that is more up to date and relevant
to other software projects at the Lab. As one younger developer put it, in the face of
various upgrades, many engineers face the following dilemma: Why would you
want to switch to a new programming language when you are “killer at” and “ten
years deep” in another one? At the same time, he said, there is a risk that these
more senior engineers are “gripping the casket for fear of death.”
This gives a stark view into the ways that software, skills, and expertise obsolesce together. This linked obsolescence is often talked about as if people too obsolesce in the context of the Mission, as natural and inescapable as the process of
aging itself.23 However, if we too adopt this naturalizing of obsolescence we risk
essentializing the narrative of software’s evolution as one of progression. When
interviewing Frank about SDT, I came to understand software’s evolution as much
more convoluted.
Frank understands the evolution of the SDT system as a series of investments
in some kinds of work over others during its lifetime—investments both in his own
work and in the work of the collective organization. This software tool had grown
over time in much the same way that Sarah described the growth of glueware.
Frank spoke about the organization’s earlier decisions about SDT, discussing how
the “value of time at different parts of the mission” had varied, in terms of “when
they can waste time,” and when they had to be more cautious about the investments they made in updating software. There are therefore signs in the SDT code
of both the “accruing of small changes” and of “big jumps and extreme customizations.” In the beginning SDT provided an interface that allowed users to write
commands to turn the spacecraft and animated a simulation to show how their
instrument field of view might track a body over time. But over time, SDT also enabled the creation of “macros” that allowed a scientist to reuse commonly repeated
commands, and later enabled the development of “templates” and “modules,” each
with increasing levels of abstraction away from the commands.
As one example of this evolution, the “rings guys” (the scientists studying Saturn’s
ring structure) had not provided requirements early on for the SDT tool and had
come to feel shortchanged later on when realizing it did not support their needs.
Subsequently, some effort was put into developing modules for their work. Frank
described the development of SDT as a gradual series of investments made in certain kinds of observations over the years. If the rings science team had previously
mapped the rings by performing “radial scans”—tracking a particular radial spoke
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F I G UR E 4: Frank’s trophy shots.

of the rings from the center outward—then it continued to make sense to map radially. These radial scans became relatively routinized and embedded into SDT’s
modules. However, this development not only enabled certain ways of building
commands together in blocks, it also made other ways of putting together those
commands less visible or imaginable by instrument operators. Over time there
emerged a tendency to forget how to work directly with the commands themselves.
Frank still receives special requests to craft custom pointing solutions “on
the fly,” to design observations for teams that they cannot achieve on their own.
The file cabinets above Frank’s desk were covered with screenshots from SDT
showing the outcomes of this bespoke design work—a series of trophy shots for
hard-won observations that required him to dip in and create customized strings of
commands to achieve atypical observations with strange geometries (see figure 4).
These images evoke a metaphor for Frank’s career. The needs of users have
sedimented over time into routine observations and ways of putting commands
together in such a way that articulates a bespoke trajectory for the evolution of SDT
as a whole; such investments are simultaneously moves toward some ways of
working and away from others. In a similar way, Frank’s career has not stagnated
but has continuously evolved toward niche knowledge work, at its own kind of
bleeding edge, but in ways that have moved away from computing practices in the
world around him. While his Java version worked exceedingly well for him—using
a decision tree interface that allows him to plumb the depths of all prior observations ever designed to find that one time when the pointing was similar to a current request—it failed to work for the ways that other users had evolved their work
practices.
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For Frank, SDT is not separable from the history of its development alongside
the history of the Mission and their mutual entanglement. As he responded to my
question about the current task he was working on that day, he recalled stories
about the tool, the various “wrinkles” they had encountered in the past or might
encounter in the near future. He was working on one of his bespoke solutions,
while explaining to me that some of the assumptions now embedded into SDT were
soon to be turned inside out:
So . . . let’s see, other wrinkles that we came [to] along the way . . . not too much
recently. Well, okay, we’re going to have to go through [customization] for the
ring guys because, for the proximal orbits and the F ring stuff, we’re going to
spend a lot of time where the spacecraft is basically inside the rings—[and
because of] the orbit—[and the close] distance of the rings, the ansa target options don’t work anymore.24 That was just a limitation that we didn’t recognize
when the target option was defined. So I suspect we’re going to have to go in and
do some work on those to actually get a better algorithm.
In this quote, Frank is speaking about the final activities of the Mission, planned
for 2016–17, when the spacecraft was to fly between the rings and the planet. Years
of building up ways to point the spacecraft at the rings while flying outside of
them would become completely obsolete, as the geometries of tracking the rings
radially would be entirely different from the perspective of the spacecraft looking
at the rings from within. Decisions that had essentially automated the process of
designing observations from an external perspective would break when trying to
design for a radically different perspective.
When looking toward this future, the ability for Frank to have a Java interface
that would let him plumb the entire history of pointing designs on the Mission, even
returning to the earliest days when they had not yet templatized and modularized
the software, would be invaluable in these end days of the Mission, allowing him to
think of potential solutions, treating almost any previous design as a template.
Maybe the time that they tracked a moon as they traveled just inside of its orbit
would be relevant? For Frank, this tool allowed him to think across different moments in the life of the Mission, the life of the software tool, and the trajectory of
the spacecraft to recover specialized “paths” that SDT might still support. Its evolutionary trajectory as a software tool was not yet closed.
In this example we can see how Frank assesses the software and what it can do
through a lens of its own histories, its past jumps, twists, and turns, and its potential
future reconfigurations. Like the glueware that Sarah described covering over the
seams between the various software programs in the organization, this tool has its
own signs of earlier wrinkles in time, places where the weft of the fabric was pulled
too tight or too loose, as the software tool was given more or less effort. We can see
how Frank’s work with code as a medium deals not only with the current performance of the code but also with its past and possible futures.

The Configuring of Code and Work
In both of these empirical stories we can see how working with legacy software
invokes a relational perspective on the software for those who maintain it. Both stories
deal with moments of software maintenance in the face of potential upgrades or
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migration to new systems—to manage change and loss. And in both cases it is not
so much the code, but the relational assemblage of software and organizational
work that these engineers must tweak and adapt in order to prepare for the future.
These moments exemplify software work that is extra-algorithmic in that they go
beyond making sense of the functioning of software or its proper execution or understanding what is inside the black box of software’s operations. This includes
work, for example, to understand what software an organization has in the first
place or to identify what software might be able to do, or might once have been able
to do, given particular organizational conditions.
These moments pertain to “software management,” but I would also argue
that a clear distinction between what software “does” and how it is “managed” is
not easy to slice, since these are figured together. The software as a relational assemblage is not only what engineers and managers must wrestle with, but also a
lens through which they understand their own organizational relations, as we see
in the moment of Sarah invoking the “ouch” or the way that Frank figures the SDT
tool itself as a kind of archive of Mission history. Software maintenance is thus
made up not only of writing lines of code, but also of meetings, phone calls, laughter, and pain. All of these compose maintenance work, the work of keeping software
present, knowable, up to date, and organizationally accountable. These empirical
stories illustrate the work it takes to make software organizationally accountable so
that software and organizational practice are open to revision and change.
This view into software maintenance reveals the ways that code and work are
figured together—the relationality of work practices, processes, and people in the
organization and the relationality between or within particular software a
 pplications
in the infrastructure compose overlapping imaginaries. I saw this configuring—or
figuring together25—of work and code throughout my fieldwork, from the ways that
people negotiated epistemic and disciplinary boundaries through debates about
software to the references to the power that comes with having a server inconveniently taking up room under one’s desk.
Software, like other technologies explored in STS literature, is sociomaterially
constituted. This case builds upon scholarship in STS, as well as STS-cross-cutting
areas of software studies and human factors of computing, that has problematized
software’s assumed immateriality (Mackenzie 2006; Dourish 2014; Mazmanian et
al. 2014) and explored the gap between idealizations of software code as abstraction and the embodied realities of computational work (e.g., Button and Dourish
1996; Galloway 2004; Star 2002; Kelty 2005; Coleman 2013; Bucher 2012). These
authors show that, when we look closely at software work, we see that the materiality of software cannot be separated from its discursivity and performativity. Code
is never just code, but exists within a “co-constitutive milieu of relations between
humans and their technical supports” (Bucher 2012).
What emerges from this literature is a sense of software as inherently relational, hybrid, and dynamic. This is certainly the view on software that I encountered in the field, where the inability to distinguish between code that is running
on a machine and actions performed by another human being in the organization
frequently arose. I heard complaints about precisely this kind of error, of being
treated like a robot by a colleague who did not realize that the information provided in a form would be read by a human. Even within one’s own practice, the
parts of code that do not run perfectly without a little help are often treated as part
of the software. There is code that is just about to be written, but in the meantime
can be finagled by running the code in parts and “holding its hand” in between. In
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the example of Frank’s work, the close coupling of his work and the software can
certainly be seen as a kind of hybridity. This is in part why I, along with other
scholars of software, such as Webmoor and Mackenzie, have often referred not to
code but to code work or codings as the object of study—drawing attention to the
ongoing work of making any piece of code work (Webmoor 2014; Mackenzie 2006).
Much of the recent work in digital STS that addresses code as a material object
of analysis has focused on the algorithm. Algorithms are seen to be both more
than software, in that they can exist outside of it as “encoded procedures [that]
transfor[m] input data into a desired output” (Gillespie 2014, 167), while at the
same time fundamental to computational media that are deemed to be “algorithmic machines” (Gillespie 2014). These analyses of the algorithm make a similar
point to the one developed here, arguing that algorithms are always part of larger
assemblages, embedded within relations that require upkeep. Algorithms are
“rarely stable and always in relation with people” (Neyland, cited in Crawford
2016, 81) and “must be understood in situated practices—as part of the heterogeneous sociomaterial assemblages within which they are embedded” (Introna
2016). All algorithms and code require upkeep, including the hygienic work users
perform to groom their usage patterns in order to domesticate the algorithm
(Gillespie 2014). An algorithm needs its suites of software tools and its maintainers
in order to be enacted as “automatic and untarnished” (Gillespie 2014, 179).
It is thus precisely this embeddedness of the algorithm “into practice in the
lived world” that brings us back to software (Gillespie 2014, 183). While my aim is
not to draw a stark distinction between software and algorithm as concepts, what I
find useful about software as a unit of analysis is that it tends to escape the gravitational pull of debates about code’s abstract purity or the algorithm’s deterministic
agency. Instead of contending with that particular imaginary, software helps us
begin from the relational. According to Ensmenger’s historical analysis of the
term, the definition of software came to encompass an understanding of code that
embraces this relationality, expanding to include everything but hardware
(Ensmenger 2016). “Software is where the technology of coding meets social relationships, organizational politics, and personal agendas” (Ensmenger 2011, 8) and
remains “inescapably local and specific, [and] subject to the particular constraints
imposed by corporate culture, informal industry standards” (Ensmenger 2011, 8).
I agree with Ensmenger in suggesting that there is also analytical value in keeping
the notion of software broad enough to encompass forms of work that go into making software work.
So, while I agree that the algorithm is a powerful unit of analysis that can be
used to draw out concerns about power and economic relations in an era when algorithms are a key commodity, I think it is important not to lose sight of software
as another kind of starting point for STS studies and theorization. These STS analyses succeed in establishing a healthy skepticism toward claims about the algorithm’s “agency or power . . . to operate alone” (Neyland 2016, 52). Yet despite
attempts to move away from a fetishized notion of the algorithm as generalized
abstraction, the implicit presentism of the “in-t he-making” or “in relation” analytical moves seems to bias the STS analyst toward conceptualizations of code as a
performative object rather than as something that lingers within the organization
and decays over time. It is precisely the way that software speaks to a body of code
and its upkeep, to all the “soft” parts of computation, to that which is not commodified, that enables a perspective on the lived temporalities of code that are often
missed in discussions of the algorithm.
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Unruly Bodies of Code in Time
Software maintenance work not only deals with present instantiations of the relational assemblage but also involves the rebinding of social relations through both
cuts and restitching of interconnections in the assemblage, pulling upon threads
that connect the past and the future of these bodies of code. To make software
work is to work with software’s histories and anticipated futures, crisscrossing
back and forth across different pieces of code written at different times. Working
with code as a material is inseparable from working with the social relations
within which it is embedded, and in many cases the histories of those social relations that are in turn embedded within the code.
In the empirical moments of maintenance work performed by Sarah and Frank,
we can see how these longer time frames of lived temporal relations animate systems work. In both stories, there is first an attempt to disembed software from
these lived temporalities—to treat code in a reified and ahistorical way—and in
both cases this attempt fails. We see Sarah attempt to capture the extant software
in database form, a catalog of wares that overflows, that cannot be contained by
the Excel grid. And we see how Frank, in his attempt to modernize an old piece of
software, attempts to place the two pieces of software side by side, to measure
them according to performance, costs of upkeep, and risk. But the historicity of
the SDT artifact turns out to exist not only in the obsolete programming language,
but also in outdated aesthetics of interaction design and in the confounding ways
that Frank’s lived experiences of the tool’s evolution diverge from those of its
users. What surfaces in these attempts is a view into code as something that is
related to not only its present state but also its histories, anticipated futures,
and counterfactualities—what it was, might be, or might once have been able to
become.
Software, as a body of code, binds the social relations of the organizational body
together. As one young engineer, Toby, described it, the software at the Mission is a
kind of “patchwork.”
I hear people say “the legacy code has been around for more than 40 years.” And
that is a really long time. When I hear that and they say “and it’s been added to
and modified as requirements have been constantly been changing.” And it’s
just been more, in my mind, [a kind] of patchwork software that started out
probably with certain goals and requirements in mind and then grew in a piecewise fashion to accommodate future needs. Whereas the architecture before is
not, you know, 40 years later, the architecture that will still hold for future missions after that because so much has changed about what we’re able to achieve
and how we do our work and just regular information processing and computing. All that stuff has changed so much. So when I think of the legacy, that is
really what I think of. And so, it can be—u hhh, there are many careers that it,
that the legacy software spans. Many different points of view. Many different
missions.
While the term “patchwork” in software development discourse is often used in a
more derogatory way, this engineer inverts those values and offers up a sense of
patchwork code as a source of richness—a richness of history that provides diversity of work as well as a sense of continuity with the legacies left by people who
worked on the Mission years before. Working with code involves working across
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time and building legacies and inheritances that serve as connections not only between practice and the functions of a tool but between different ways of working
with systems over time.
These ways of working with code trouble the valuations that we place on current software development. As the young engineer Toby pointed out, the new software tools that are replacing the Mission’s legacy systems are more “extensible”
and “evolvable,” but at the same time he doubts that any of these software tools will
outlast the lifetimes of legacy software used at the Mission, which in some cases
are over 40 years old. He points to the irony of calling a system more “extensible”
than one that has already been extended for such long periods. These moments of
software maintenance speak to the ways that the materialities of code are temporal not only in how they represent, inscribe, or mediate temporality (its rhythms
or scales) in the present, but also through regimes of disciplining temporal relations to code. Methodologies for managing software change shape ideas of how
software ought to evolve and in turn how subjects of software regimes should relate to time.26
So, while trends in software management that aim to make software more
maintainable and extensible (through modularity or other strategies to make code
easier to refactor) are usually considered part of best practices, they are simultaneously ways of shifting the lived temporal relations with code. As one more senior
engineer described it, the new software tools make work very “cookie-cutter,”
making him interchangeable with any other coder, whereas the diversity of working across legacy systems at the Mission provides pleasure in retracing the work
done by other engineers, brings a sense of care or duty in tending to the longevity
of the mission, and is also a source of mystery and excitement, encountering older
ways of working in the same way that we encounter history in a museum. This
speaks to the unseen costs of newer paradigms of disciplining work with code,
where code is modularized and commodified. The justifications for this are always
aimed at particular anticipated futures and the need for systems to evolve.27 But
they also have impacts on the quality of work for those who live with these systems
as they evolve.
As Bowker suggests, computing and organizations do not have separable histories: “We make an analytical error when we say that there is programming on the
one side with its internal history, and organization theory on the other with its own
dynamic” (Bowker 2005, 31). If this is true at the level of the field of computing, it is
all the more true within an organization where the code becomes a kind of text
that can be read for those entangled histories, not only by the STS analyst but by
the coders whose work with old code traces back and forth across them. From this
perspective, there is no such thing as code, but only “codings” and the “biograph[ies]
of software . . . mingl[ing] with the lives of programmers” (Mackenzie 2006, 171).
When code is treated as a temporal object, there is a tendency to focus on issues
of speed—how the infinitesimal duration of algorithmic processing or its rates of
change pattern interactions in use. This seeming instantaneity is often used to define code as a medium despite all the ways that code lingers and persists. In infrastructural analyses of software, temporality is understood more broadly (Jackson
et al. 2011), encompassing, for example, how software representations shape perceptions of time, how the rhythms of software upgrades shape organizational practice, or how biographical rhythms of careers present challenges to collaboration. Yet
these still tend to be discussed in terms of how software’s manifestations of time
become problems for coordination in the present. What software maintenance
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brings forward is also how software is lived with over time. Different regimes for
disciplining unruly bodies of code over time structure participation within the organization and shape “how people understand their lives and collective histories”
(Bowker 2007, 22). Histories and anticipated futures of a body of code are figured
together with histories and anticipated futures of work—work done together with
others.

Conclusion
Old systems have a name. They are called “legacy systems.” In the regular world, “legacy”
has an aura of beneficence. . . . In computing, however, “legacy” is a curse. A legacy system
is a lingering piece of junk that no one has yet figured out how to throw away. It’s something to be lived with and suffered.
—
Ellen Ullman (2012, 118)
It is a truism that someone else may have to live with the code you are writing.
Legacy systems are everywhere, in long-standing institutional systems at banks,
hospitals, schools, and so on but also in bits and pieces that have been cannibalized
into new software. And old software, while it may become embedded as infrastructure, does not necessarily remain there. Understanding how software is lived
with over time is as much about the forms of forgetting of what software an organization has, as the ways that software’s histories can re-present themselves, sometimes uncannily, reminding the organization of what it has forgotten, what it once
knew.
This is a mundane forgetting of code that happens in any organization over
time, as the software and its performances become taken for granted, and as
pieces of code are no longer actively touched by programmers.28 Through continual updates and upgrades, new software development promises an organization
eternal youth, keeping computational work current. Yet this can work only by submerging old code into irrelevance or pathologizing it as a kind of blemish on the
organization, making legacy software work into “dirty work,” and by doubling
down on the newest tools and latest platforms and granting high status to only
cutting-edge computational work. While very few software engineers would insist
upon an immaterial view of software, the erasure of certain forms of computational labor is achieved in practice through the diminishment of histories and the
pathologizing of the particularly messy materialities of old code.
These erasures of history are something that STS work on the digital has insufficiently addressed. While STS includes and draws upon historical perspectives on
software and computing, taking a long view of software as a changing and unfolding set of relations,29 when STS scholars examine software as a relational network
of practices, they tend to leave history or the long view of software aside, despite
the fact that these histories animate certain kinds of practice. When focusing on
the situated enactments of software, they adopt a transhistorical view on software’s
materiality, neglecting the relevance of software’s histories, life stories, and lived
temporalities, its forms of decay, aging, and forgetting.
The tremendous challenge of keeping software present—from the work of making software organizationally accountable to the work of keeping software current—is addressed through disciplinary regimes that also impact whose work will
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be considered vital to the system and who can be laid off, which systems will stay
and which will be replaced. If we are to understand how software’s materiality
shapes the politics of design of computational systems, we need to attend not
only to the challenges of tracing software’s material performativity in the present,
but also to the challenges of keeping software present, of dealing with the continual
forgetting of software’s pasts and histories.30 The question of the politics of computing may then be a question of who can afford to forget, or what does this forgetting cost to whom?
This chapter has shown how software and computational infrastructure are
lived, enlivened, and inhabited. It has taken up the practices that make up a particular disciplinary regime that governs how software is made and what kinds of
relationships to code are constituted as proper. It has dealt with the lived experience and work of translating across these different disciplinary regimes and surviving across shifting programming paradigms. The case of an aging, degrading
infrastructure challenges our cultural overvaluation of software’s present by
looking at what happens within these entangled lifetimes.31 The Mission presents
a case where software is not considered timeless but is rather connected to particular times, events, people, and places. It is the very untimeliness of legacy software that allows it to speak back to the present, to consider the temporality of code
from outside of its current forms of commodification, revealing software systems
to be temporal assemblages that gather up history. Lives, careers, lifetimes, generations, paradigms, languages, lifetimes of machines are things that come and
go. In their passing, a backward glance shows us the ways that these temporal relations are enacted with and through valuations of different forms of work.
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Notes
1. See http://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/federal-government-ancient-technology.
2. I refer throughout this chapter to both software and code. By software I refer not only to code as a
textual artifact, but also to the work that goes into making code work (following Mackenzie 2006).
This includes work both to achieve operational and functioning software and also to manage software change (software change requests and review, version management, accounts and documentation of extant tools, etc.). Others have a made similar distinction; for example, Berry (2016) refers
to code as a textual object and software as a broader set of tools (e.g., operating systems, programming languages, software used to write other software) that together make up software systems
within the organization. As he points out, code “should be approached in its multiplicity” not only as
an object but as a set of social and textual practices of writing and reading code (36). Just as a body
of code can be read “as a literature, a mechanism, a spatial form (organization), and repository of
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social norms, values, patterns, and processes” (65), so too can software be examined not only for its
functionality, but also in terms of its social, organizational, and discursive practices, its forms of
accountabilities, disciplinary regimes, and values and norms.
3. A notable exception is recent work by Drew Paine that conceptualizes “software infrastructural
vision” as a specific form of “professional vision” (citing Goodwin 1994) that works by disentangling
these embedded relations.
4. In her book Beamtimes and Lifetimes (1988), Sharon Traweek develops a notion of lifetimes to denote
the time in which the lives of people and machines unfold. She notes that there is a tension between
the commodified relativistic time of “beamtime”—t he finite allotments of time using particle accelerators granted to individual high energy physicists—and the nonrelativistic experiential time of
lifetimes. I work with a similar tension here between the performative runtime of code and the experiential time of lived relations to bodies of software. Like Traweek, I see in the jokes and stories
told about code how software comes to embody this lived sense of time.
5. For unpacking software as a temporal form, I have found the work of Elisabeth Freeman useful for
thinking about the way that forms of media bind people together through shared timings and shared
affective histories, and how certain forms of time, particularly nonsequential time, “fold subjects
into structures of belonging and duration” (Freeman 2010, 11).
6. While it is impossible to fully anonymize the organization, the name of the Mission organization and
lab facility have been omitted in order to minimize the potential of implications of this chapter affecting ongoing organizational work. Likewise, while it is impossible to fully anonymize the individuals at the Mission due to the singularity of their work, I have used some elements of pastiche
personas, combining interactions and statements made by different individuals at the Mission in
order to make attribution of quotes ambiguous. There is therefore not an exact congruence of any
one person named here with actual individuals at the organization.
7. While, at the time of writing, the mission has already entered its “grand finale” and will end in only
a few weeks’ time, I speak in the present tense about systems and organizational practices that are
presently ongoing.
8. This is in contrast to the “on-board system,” which comprises the spacecraft hardware and “flight
software” and allows it to interpret incoming commands, automate safety measures, and relay data
from its sensors back to earth.
9. Charlotte Linde (1993) has shown how life stories are told and retold to develop a sense of coherence
about our identity or membership to a group. Life stories are used to negotiate this sense of self with
others and to demonstrate one’s worthiness to the social group. Life stories can change over time,
organizing our understanding of the past without necessarily resolving into a single narrative. In a
similar way, stories of the “life of the craft” or the “life of the mission” or the “life of the software”
organize the past and orient to the future in ways that reveal what is at stake in maintaining a sense
of coherence regarding the social relations of the organization.
10. In this way, the work I am speaking about could be seen as a form of “articulation work” (Star and
Strauss 1999).
11. This set of concerns about the way organizational software changes over the longue durée and is
remembered or forgotten resonates with concerns in infrastructure studies (Star and Ruhleder
1996), where infrastructure is defined in part by its embeddedness, allowing it to remain invisible
so long as it runs smoothly, and to become visible upon break down. While I have dealt with these
concerns of invisible software maintenance work elsewhere (Cohn 2016), here I focus less on the
varying visibilities of different kinds of software work and more on the various temporalities of
software change at play in making software organizationally accountable and tractable to change. It
is not only that bodies of code or software diagrams serve as a kind of mnemonic device for how the
software has evolved over the years or as archive of local organizational history (Bowker 2005), but
also that the histories of both software and the organization are figured together along with speculations about their possible futures.
12. The Mission completed its first science task, capturing observations of Jupiter as it flew by on its way
to Saturn. This “flyby” led to a realization of just how challenging it was to coordinate science and
initiated a flurry of software development to support scientific observation design, coordination,
and implementation. Sarah explained that the Jupiter flyby was the first time that the Mission fully
realized the software that was needed to conduct science at Saturn. The flyby of Jupiter had given
them a taste of what they needed and anxiety was high about the arrival to Saturn, prompting the
creation of the diagram.
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13. Level III is the highest designated engineering position at the Lab. At the time of this study, the Mission had only three level IIIs at the time of this study: Sarah in charge of software, one in charge of
science, and another in charge of the spacecraft.
14. Change management review is a rigorous process through which every change to a piece of operational software is evaluated in terms of cost, benefit, and risk before it is performed.
15. Category A is mission critical in that if an error were introduced into the software tool it could
lead to “mission failure,” “degrade mission objects,” or “result in loss of mission critical events.”
Category B is for software that is not mission critical but could harm the conduct of science; C is for
software that might impinge on the “efficiency” of work but for which there are “operational work-
arounds” that still allow for timely conduct of science. While at NASA category A stands for systems
on manned missions where an error could result in loss of life, at the Lab there are no manned
missions.
16. That is said to mitigate risk because the individual who wrote and uses a script or hack is the person
who would be impacted if it breaks, and the risk is low that it could impact others. In fact, this is not
the case since these scripts, utilities, and hacks circulate throughout the organization—sometimes
even crossing interinstitutional and international boundaries and becoming essential tools over
time. When this happens, it is possible for software to be granted a new status. As one scientist told
me about a tool he developed and shared and became commonly used, he was reprimanded for violating rules against circulating technical information across national boundaries (even within an
internationally collaborative project); but by that point “the cat was out of the bag.”
17. Maria Puig de la Bellacasa (2009) suggests that we might explore “meanings of touch” for the politics
of knowledge production, as “to think with touch has a potential to inspire a sense of connectedness
that can further problematize abstractions and disengagements of (epistemological) distances—
between subjects and objects.”
18. See note 5 for discussion of Beth Freeman’s notion of the “bind” (Freeman 2010).
19. I further discuss a variety of these tactics of infrastructural care work in Cohn (2016).
20. This is in contrast to in situ instruments that do not need to “point” since they have no specific field
of view. The orbit of the spacecraft is designed as a sequence of segments that are then divided up
among the various instrument teams. For any given segment, one instrument team is designated as
“primary” and will design a set of observations using SDT to model the specific geometries (shape,
size, location, etc.) of the “target bodies” they wish to observe. Other instruments can also make
secondary observations, “riding along” and collecting data as the spacecraft flies through the Saturn
system, but these data may or may not be meaningful depending on how the spacecraft is pointed by
the primary instrument.
21. Moving at tens of kilometers per second.
22. The Lab is organized in a “matrix structure” that is made up of sections and projects. Each employee
belongs to a section, one for management, navigation, mission planning, etc., and to a project such
as a mission.
23. Ellen Ullman writes in a memoir of her work in the 1980s in Silicon Valley of being interviewed for a
job “with a man who had made peace with his own obsolescence”—a wonderful phrase for the giving
into the inevitable (Ullman 2012, 118). I too met engineers who seemed to have made peace with
their own obsolescence, particularly because of the gratitude that came from a long career with the
Mission.
24. “An ansa is the portion of a ring that appears farthest from the disk of a planet in an image. This is
the location in an image where we see the finest radial resolution on a ring. The word comes from the
Latin word for ‘handle,’ since the earliest views of Saturn’s rings suggested that the planet had two
handles extending out on either side” (http://pds-rings.seti.org/glossary.html).
25. This work of configuring, understood as figuring with, is explored through other material from the
same empirical case in Mazmanian et al. (2014).
26. In fact those engineers who seem to value working with legacy code too much are pathologized as
backward, regressive, or nostalgic, as I explore further in a special issue on repair for Continent
(Cohn 2017).
27. See Steinhardt and Jackson (2015) and Mackenzie (2013) for discussions of how programming and
infrastructural work are animated by regimes of anticipation.
28. It is this kind of software that we might consider a form of infrastructure in the sense put forward by
Star and Ruhleder as that which becomes embedded and largely invisible (Star and Ruhleder 1996).
This is also a form of forgetting that Chun points to in her historical analysis of the development of
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computer science as a discipline (Chun 2005) when she calls out software’s alleged transparency, its
ability to be treated as a neutral mediating window into other phenomena, as a “compensatory gesture,” and as an ideological achievement accomplished progressively since the 1950s during which
time software’s layers of abstraction have been built up while simultaneously being collapsed and
forgotten. Yet in the case discussed above, we can see how this form of forgetting is not performed
once and for all within the discipline, but must be continuously enacted within software projects. It
is interesting to note as well that the gendered nature of this forgetting within the history of the discipline (the collapsing into automation of work historically performed by women) is also repeated in
these mundane forms of forgetting within a project. The work of maintaining legacy software systems is also feminized and marginalized.
29. Notable examples include work that has considered infrastructure longitudinal, for example, Williams and Pollock’s consideration of the “biography” of computational artifacts (2009) or Ribes and
Finholt on the “long now of infrastructure” (2009). Other examples include media archaeological
modes of textual analysis of software, such as Kirschenbaum’s “forensic imagination” (2008) or
Terry Harpold’s “ex-foliation” (2009), as ways to examine the many sedimented layers in software
media. What is less well understood however is how a longitudinal perspective or forensic and historicizing view of software is taken up in organizational practice as well.
30. Rather than theorizing software through “transhistorical truths” that stand apart from its evolutions, resisting decay, we can see software as layered with histories that never fully determine its
relations (Philip 2009). This has implications for what it means to work with software as a temporal
medium. Instead of thinking about the technological stack, a spatial metaphor that dominates our
thinking about the archaeological nature of technologies evolving over time, thinking about folds,
enfoldments, and translations becomes a productive way of considering software materialities.
31. This framing of the case of legacy as one of untimely computing that can speak back to the present
is inspired by Wendy Brown’s discussion of Nietzsche’s “untimely” in her book Edgework (Brown
2009).
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